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ABSTRACT 
 
Direct Methanol Fuel Cells (DMFCs) show the most potential in efficient 
chemical to electrical energy conversion having approximately half the specific energy 
compared to gasoline at 5.54 kW-hr/kg (19.9 MJ/kg).  With a density of 0.792 kg/L, 
methanol’s energy density is 4.39 kW-hr/L.  By designing a system to utilize 
methanol, the advantages from quick refills and the elimination of recharge times offer 
great motivation for further analysis on this topic.  Furthermore, methanol is a 
relatively low cost alcohol/fuel with popular applications such as automobile 
windshield wiper and aircraft de-icing fluids.  One major source of inefficiency within 
the DMFC is the electrolyte allowing fuel to cross over from the anode to cathode.  
Proprietary DuPont Nafion 117 has been the standard thus far for all meso-scale direct 
methanol power conversion systems and its shortcomings are primarily in the areas of 
slow anodic reaction rates and fuel crossover resulting in lower voltage generation or 
“mixed potential.” 
Porous Silicon (P-Si) is traditionally used in photovoltaic and 
photoluminescence applications.  Rarely is it used to function as a mechanical filter or 
membrane.  The research deals with investigations into using P-Si as a functioning 
electrolyte to transfer ions from the anode to cathode of a DMFC.  In addition, an 
effort to observe the consequences of stacking multiple layers of anodes is attempted. 
Porous silicon was fabricated in a standard Teflon cylindrical cell by an 
anodization process including varying the current density to etch and electro-polish the 
silicon membrane.  The result was a silicon membrane with pore sizes of 
approximately 1.5 µm when optically characterized by a scanning electron 
microscope. The porous membranes were then coated in approximately 0.2 mg/cm
2 
Pt-Ru catalyst with a 10% Nafion solution binding agent onto the anode.  Voltage  
 
versus current data shows that an open circuit voltage (OCV) of 0.25V was achieved 
with one layer when operating at 20
oC.  When adding a second layer of porous silicon, 
the OCV was raised to approximately 0.32V under the same conditions.  The 
experimental data suggests that the current collected also increases with an additional 
identical layer of anode prepared the same way.  The only difference is that the air 
cathode side was surface treated to 0.1 mg of Pt black catalyst with a 10% Nafion 
binding agent to aid in the recombination of hydrogen atoms to form the water 
byproduct.  Porous silicon endurance runs with 2ml of 3% by volume methanol 
(0.7425M) fuel dissolved in water show that an operating voltage was generated for 
approximately 3 hours before the level dropped to approximately 65% of the 
maximum voltage of 0.25V.  Endurance runs with a second layer added extended the 
useful life of the cell by approximately 2 hours to 5 hours when tested under the same 
conditions.  When tests were conducted for voltage generation by varying the 
methanol concentration, a linear relationship developed up until the point where 
methanol seepage through the porous membrane affected measurements.  In an effort 
to quantify the results and confirm the usefulness of the addition of a second layer, 
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrometry was conducted on a number of samples to 
verify the methanol concentration for each layer.  Additionally, a pH test was 
conducted to measure the relative amounts of protons dissolved in solution between 
the layers.   
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CHAPTER 1 
 
INTRODUCTION TO FUEL CELLS 
 
Parts of a Fuel Cell  
Figure 1 shows a basic schematic of a fuel cell in which protons are the mobile 
ions.  Oxidation occurs at the anode releasing electrons which then travel an external 
circuit.  At the cathode, reduction occurs and the electrons are used to form the 
products.  The electrolyte is medium in which the mobile ions are transported through.  
The electrolyte can vary in fabrication with some of the more popular being single-
phase liquid junction electrolytes, or polymer membrane electrolytes, or solid-state 
membrane electrolytes.    
 
 
Figure 1:  Schematic diagram of a proton exchange membrane fuel cell 
 
Moving away from the energy conversion site of the fuel cell, other 
components that make up the balance of plant (BoP) are equally significant as they 
e
-
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provide a support structure for efficient energy conversion of the electrochemical cell.  
Each system within this structure such as the fuel reservoir/processing/feed system, 
the air intake/circulation system, and the exhaust system, contains components that aid 
in the production of electricity.  The components are, but not limited to, a fuel 
reservoir, conduits, pressure regulators, pumps, valves, heat exchangers, compressors, 
turbines, etc., depending on the type of fuel cell.  The BoP is important because the 
end result to including the components is ultimately more space that is consumed in 
the design as well as the power requirements needed to run them.  The goal for current 
research projects is to develop a miniature fuel cell mostly using 
Microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) fabrication techniques such as lithography. 
 
Electrochemistry of a Fuel Cell 
  A fuel cell is an electrochemical energy conversion device in which the 
current that flows is classified as galvanic.  Electrochemical reactions proceed 
spontaneously at the electrode and chemical bond energy is converted into electrical 
energy.  In order for there to be a current flow, an electrical potential, ξ ∆ , has to be 
formed.  The difference in potential is directly related to free energy changes in a 
galvanic cell through thermodynamics.   
The simplest form of a fuel cell is the hydrogen fuel cell, in which hydrogen 
and oxygen are combined and energy is released.  The full chemical reaction is shown 
below: 
  O H O H 2 2 2 2 2 → +    Eq. 1.1 
with oxidation taking place at the anode where electrons are given off 3 
 
 
− + + → e H H 4 4 2 2    Eq. 1.2 
and reduction at the cathode in which electrons are gained 
  O H H e O 2 2 2 4 4 → + +
+ −    Eq. 1.3 
It is important to note that oxidation always takes place at the anode and the site where 
reduction occurs is called the cathode whether the process is galvanic (spontaneous) or 
electrolytic (not spontaneous). 
 
Electrical Thermodynamics Theory 
  Unfortunately, analyzing the chemical energy released in a reaction and the 
subsequent converted electrical energy isn’t straight forward.  We can begin by 
looking at the change in Gibbs free energy, G ∆ , for a chemical reaction which can 
relate the thermodynamics of the reaction to an electrostatic quantity or, cell potential 
difference through this equation 
  ξ ∆ − = ∆ nF G   Eq. 1.4 
 
where n is the number of moles of electrons per mole of reactant, F is the Faraday 
number, which is the charge on a mole of electrons, and  ξ ∆ is the electrical potential 
or electromotive force (emf) of the cell, defined as  ) ( ) ( anode cathode ξ ξ − .  
Furthermore, since the Gibbs free energy changes with temperature and pressure, 
when the reaction takes place at standard states, (25oC and 1 atm), we replace  G ∆  in 
Equation 1.4 and use the standard Gibbs free energy of formation notation,
o G ∆ , 
which are widely available in tables.  The established sign convention states that a 4 
 
negative 
o G ∆  means the reaction will proceed spontaneously and result in a positive 
emf. 
  To further complicate the situation, the Gibbs free energy changes with the 
reaction quotient, Q. 
  Q RT G G
o ln + ∆ = ∆   Eq. 1.5 
Q is the ratio of concentration or partial pressures of products to reactants. By 
referring to Equation 1.4, we arrive at the Nerst equation which relates the emf of a 
cell to the concentration of reactants, Q.  
  Q
nF
RT o ln − ∆ = ∆ ξ ξ   Eq. 1.6 
   Up until now, we’ve assumed that the chemical reactions taken place have 
been thermodynamically and electrochemically reversible, or Nertian.  Since this is 
not the case in real world scenarios, we bring in the concepts of enthalpy of 
formation,
o H ∆ , and entropy, 
o S ∆ . 
 
o o o S T H G ∆ − ∆ = ∆   Eq. 1.7 
By considering Equation 1.7, we can factor in the irreversibilities inherent in the 
chemical reaction process such as energy lost due to heat.  Similar to 
o G ∆ , the values 
of
o H ∆ and 
o S ∆ are published and widely available. 
 
Fuel Cell Types and Their Applications 
  Six different types of fuel cells have evolved based on the idea of converting 
chemical bond energy into useful electrical power.  They include the Alkaline Fuel 
Cell (AFC), The Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell (PEMFC), Direct Methanol 
Fuel Cell (DMFC), Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cell (PAFC), Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell 
(MCFC), and Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC).  
 5 
 
Table I:  Different types of fuel cell technology 
 
These different types of fuel cell technologies utilize various fuels and mobile 
ions in order to achieve the end result of energy conversion.  As a result, the different 
reaction processes have a wide range of operating temperatures and power outputs 
which make them suitable for different purposes.  Table I from (Laramie and Dicks, 
2003) provides a useful summary of the different types of current fuel cell 
technologies and their most useful applications. 
Fuel cell type  Mobile ion  Operating 
temperature 
Applications and notes 
Alkaline (AFC)  OH
-  50-200
oC  Used in space vehicles, e.g. 
Apollo, Shuttle. 
Proton 
exchange 
membrane 
(PEMFC) 
H
+  30-100
oC Vehicles and mobile 
applications, and for lower 
power CHP systems 
Direct methanol 
(DMFC) 
H
+  20-90
oC  Suitable for portable electronic 
systems of low power, running 
for long times 
Phosphoric acid 
(PAFC) 
H
+  ~220
oC  Large numbers of 200-kW CHP 
systems in use. 
Molten 
carbonate 
(MCFC) 
CO3
2-  ~650
oC  Suitable for medium- to large-
scale CHP systems, up to MW 
capacity. 
Solid oxide 
(SOFC) 
O
2- 500-1000
oC  Suitable for all sizes of CHP 
systems, 2 kW to multi-MW. 6 
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CHAPTER 2 
 
THE DIRECT METHANOL FUEL CELL 
 
Introduction 
While hydrogen fuel cells are arguably the best in terms of performance and 
waste byproducts, the Direct Methanol Fuel Cells (DMFCs) show similar promise in 
efficient chemical to electrical energy conversion without the negative fuel 
containment issues.  Methanol fuel has about half the specific energy of gasoline at 
5.54 kW-hr/kg (19.9 MJ/kg) and therefore makes it an attractive fuel.  With a density 
of 0.792 kg/L, methanol’s energy density is measured around 4.39 kW-hr/L (15,780 
MJ/m3), however, current DMFC technology can only produce approximately 50 
mW/cm2 of power.  These relatively high energy and low power densities translate to 
a lengthy “time between refills” when used in applications that do not require 
significant power output such as cell phones, laptops, and personal digital assistants 
(PDAs). 
Limitations of DMFCs have prevented the commercialization and widespread 
use of this clean, energy efficient design.  For example, low oxidation rates at the 
anode slow the entire energy conversion process.  The breakdown of methanol fuel is 
a complex activation model.  In addition, the porous proton exchange membrane 
(PEM) currently being used as a standard allows for methanol molecules to travel 
through to the cathode side without activating.  Other factors such as electrode surface 
area, electrochemical and microfluidic phenomena, PEM hydration, and PEM 
thickness limit the performance for DMFCs.  One of the greatest challenges facing
current DMFC technology is the lack of integration between it’s BoP and proton 
exchange membrane.  Current DuPont Nafion 117 PEMs does not allow MEMS 
fabrication techniques to be integrated into the system design.  The closest researchers 8 
 
have come is to develop a silicon-based micro-DMFC (Lu et al., 2003) which still uses 
a polymer membrane but with a special micro-porous structure attached while others 
have tried to develop a hybrid Nafion/silicon oxide membrane (Jung et al., 2002).  
However, if an all silicon proton exchange membrane can be utilized, then it can be 
compatible with lithographic MEMS techniques and a micro-fabricated miniature fuel 
cell can be realized. 
By designing a system to utilize methanol, the advantages obtained from quick refills 
and the elimination of recharge times offer great motivation for further analysis on this 
topic.  Furthermore, methanol is a relatively low cost alcohol-based fuel with popular 
applications such as automobile windshield wiper and aircraft de-icing fluids.     
 
Electrochemistry of the Direct Methanol Fuel Cell 
DMFC Chemical Reactions 
The chemical reaction associated with a direct methanol fuel cell can be 
represented by two half reactions.  The anode half reaction is: 
  2
-
2 3 CO     6e     6H   O H     OH CH + + → +
+    Eq. 2.1 
while the half reaction at the cathode side is: 
  O 3H 6e   +   6H   +   O  
2
3
2
- +
2 →   Eq. 2.2  
Subsequently, the entire reaction can be summarized with this chemical formula: 
  2 2 2 3 CO     O 2H O H
2
3
    OH CH + → +  Eq.  2.3  
From these equations we can see that just one mole of methanol will release six moles 
of hydrogen ions or protons as well as six moles of electrons to create the current flow.   9 
 
  Upon closer inspection, we find that methanol does not oxidize all at once.  
Instead, there is a multi-step process that proceeds spontaneously and two electrons 
are released during each step.  First methanol oxidizes to methanal (formaldehyde): 
    2e   +   2H   +   HCHO   OH CH
-
3
+ →   Eq. 2.4  
 
and then proceeds to oxidize further to methanoic or formic acid: 
 
- 2e   +   2H   +   HCOOH   HCHO
+ →   Eq. 2.5  
Finally, methanoic acid is broken down to carbon dioxide: 
 
  -
2 2e   + 2H   +   CO   HCOOH
+ →   Eq. 2.6  
Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram of the step-wise activation of methanol fuel. 
 
 
Figure 2:  The step-wise oxidation of methanol fuel 
 
From experiments conducted, we know that the rate determining step is the 
oxidation of methanol to methanal (Lee, 2001).  Equation 2.4 is the reaction that will 
need to be improved in order to speed up the reaction.  Unfortunately the research 
CH3OH  CH2OH  CHOH COH 
CH2O CHO  CO 
HCOOH COOH 
CO2 
Methanal 
(formaldehyde) 
Methanoic (formic) 
acid 10 
 
project did not deal with finding a better performing catalyst although several ongoing 
research teams including NASA’s JPL are tackling that issue. 
  When we look at Equation 2.3, we can observe the energy in the chemical 
bond enthalpies to get an idea of the potential of a molecule of methanol.   
The Reactants 
•  Each methanol molecule breaks three C-H bonds, one C-O bond, one O-H 
bond 
•  Each diatomic oxygen breaks one O=O double bond 
•  Resulting sum for two methanes and three oxygens consumed: 
•  C-H bonds broken: 3 moles (each requiring 413 kJ/mol) 
•  C-O bonds broken: 1 mole (each requiring 358 kJ/mol) 
•  O-H bonds broken: 1 mole (each requiring 464 kJ/mol) 
•  O=O bonds broken: 3/2 moles (each requiring 498 kJ/mol) 
The Products 
•   Each water as product forms two O-H bonds 
•   Each carbon dioxide as product forms two C=O bonds 
•   Resulting sum for two carbon dioxides and four waters produced: 
•  C=O bonds formed: 2 moles (each releasing 805 kJ/mol) 
•  O-H bonds formed: 4 moles (each releasing 464 kJ/mol) 
Chemical Bond Energies Net Result 
The result is a sum of energy required to break the bonds totaling 2,808 kJ and 
a sum of energy released in the forming of bonds equaling 3,466 kJ.  Consequently, 
the net bond enthalpy energy released is approximately 658 kJ for each mole of 
methanol molecules. 
Looking up the value of the standard Gibbs free energy change on a per mole 
basis 
_
o g ∆  for methanol, we get 698.2 kJ/mol.  This is the value of the free energy 11 
 
available to do work once entropy has been factored in (Equation 1.7).  Therefore by 
using Equation 1.4, we can expect a maximum theoretical voltage of 1.21V, assuming 
thermodynamic and electrochemical reversibilities.  Unfortunately, the DMFCs 
experience various losses and irreversibilities through the energy conversion process 
and these losses can be a culmination of a variety of inefficiencies within the 
conversion process. 
Inefficiencies 
  The major inefficiency hindering the performance of DMFCs is the fuel 
crossover problem through the PEM.  Less problematic areas are slow reaction rates 
for the breakdown of methanol and the small surface area in which there are decreased 
number of catalytic sites to break down methanol fuel.  In addition, the hydration of 
Nafion 117 is significant in the transporting of H
+ ions across the PEM.  These factors 
affecting the performance of the DMFC will be discuss in detail later in this Chapter. 
 
Methanol Fuel  
Methanol fuel has a chemical formula of CH3OH.  It is a clear, colorless, and 
flammable liquid with an odor that can be described as somewhat sweet.  As a 
commercially available solvent, methanol is commonly used in windshield wiper 
fluids, antifreeze, de-icers due to its low freezing point.  Methanol’s volumetric energy 
density is just under half of gasoline’s at 15.8 MJ/L.  It is known to burn at a quarter of 
the speed and release heat at one eigth the rate of gasoline (EPA 400-F-92-010, 2001). 
Originally distilled from wood, methanol is an alcohol poison but it is naturally 
produced in the human body in very low amounts.  In excess quantities, it is toxic and 
can be potentially fatal.   According to Methanex Corporation, exposure for an average 
70 kg body by drinking just 25 ml of methanol would be enough to cause death.  The 
threshold limit value (TLV) is 200 ppm and inhalation of 2.5% vapor (25,000 ppm)  12 
 
for just one second is enough to be life threatening.  Obviously, it is vital to design 
proper containment of methanol should it be used as a fuel. 
 
Table II:  Comparison of different battery and energy sources 
 
  The benefits of methanol can be examined at a glance in Table II.  Methanol’s 
relatively high energy density compared to the widely used lithium-ion battery 
technology makes it an attractive alternative. At approximately 16 times the energy 
per volume, methanol can solve today’s problems of rechargeable batteries and small 
electronics that continually demand more energy. 
 
Nafion 117 and Membrane Electrode Assemblies (MEAs) 
The current standard for DMFCs use a proton exchange membrane developed 
by DuPont Company called Nafion 117.  A number of studies have been conducted on 
Nafion 117 and its performance has been well documented.  To allow for ion transfer 
in the fuel cell, the standard for membrane electrode assemblies (MEAs) are built with 
Pt-Ru catalyst doped carbon cloth or carbon fiber (Toray, ELAT, or AvCarb) anodes 
and Pt catalyst doped carbon cloth or carbon fiber cathodes hot-pressed together to 
allow for high surface areas and large numbers of reaction sites so that oxidation can 
take place quickly and efficiently.  Figure 3 shows a picture of a typical Nafion 117 
MEA. 
  Volumetric Energy Density of 
fuel (W-hr/L) 
Volumetric Energy Density of 
fuel (MJ/L) 
Lithium 250  0.90 
Hydrogen 2600  9.36 
Methanol 4390  15.80 
Gasoline 9700  34.92 13 
 
Nafion 117 is a proprietary sulphonated fluoropolymer; to be more specific, a 
sulphonated fluoroethylene.  The polymer structure consists of long chains of 
fluorocarbons which have a strong chemical bond resulting in resistance, but not 
immunity, to chemical attacks.  The nature of Nafion 117 is relatively durable and 
mechanically sound, however in the world of MEMS, relatively thick at approximately 
183 µm.  When the PEM is fully hydrated, the thickness increases by 10% (DuPont, 
2004).  The polymer chains are “sulphonated” by attaching side chains of complex 
molecules of perfluorosulfonic acid side groups similar to that which are used in 
detergents.  These molecules attract water which is essential to the efficient operation 
of the PEM because the H
+ ions migrate to the air cathode side by “hopping” from 
perfluorosulfonic group to group.  Figure 4 shows the chemical structure for Nafion 
117.  
 
Figure 3:  A membrane electrode assembly consisting of Pt-Ru and Pt catalyst 
electrodes and a DuPont Nafion 117 proton exchange membrane 14 
 
 
Figure 4:  The chemical structure of Nafion 117 
Table III shows a summary of Nafion 117 properties.  Methanol permeability 
CH3OH permeability is characterized at 2.73 x 10
6 cm
2/s where this number is directly 
correlated to the estimated effective diameter of the membrane’s pores.  For Nafion 
117, the effective pore sizes are estimated at between 0.8 to 1.3 nm.  While Nafion 
117 can be machined down to 50 µm, the strength and durability of the membrane 
significantly decreases (DuPont, 2004). 
 
Table III:  DuPont Nafion 117 properties 
Nominal thickness, t   0.183 mm 
Ultimate Stress   26 MPa 
Density, ρ   2.0 g/cm
3 
Conductivity, σ   0.083 S/cm 
Porosity   35% 
CH3OH permeability   2.73 x 10
6 cm
2/s 
 
Factors That Affect DMFC Performance 
One of the most plaguing issues for a DMFC is the amount of methanol fuel 
crossover which results in several factors that decrease the performance of the fuel 
cell.  Fuel that crosses over is wasted and does not contribute to the release of 15 
 
electrons at the anode.  Furthermore, fuel that crosses over to the cathode side reacts 
with the platinum catalyst on the cathode. While the methanol is not converted as 
efficiently as at the anode with the Pt-Ru catalyst, the potential number of electrons 
available at the anode is decreased (internal current) as well as a build up of electrons 
and subsequent charge at the cathode to counter the potential of the entire fuel cell 
(mixed potential).  Worse yet, as the concentration of methanol fuel increases from 
0.5M to 4.0M, studies have shown that the amount of internal current increases from 
50 mA/cm
2 to approximately 500 mA/cm
2 when operating at 60
oC (Jiang and Chu, 
2003).  This ten-fold increase is very significant especially when dealing with a small 
power generation device.  
Another parameter that affects DMFC performance is the PEM surface area, 
which relates to the number of catalytic sites supported for methanol oxidation.   
Ideally as we increase the number of oxidation reaction sites we will see faster 
reaction rates which will generate more current.  The number of catalytic sites is 
related to the 50:50 Pt-Ru catalyst loading of the anode and cathodes.  At 
approximately 2 mg/cm
2  or more, we see the best performance for a Nafion 117 
membrane (Havranek et al., 2001 and Dohle et al., 2002). 
Yet another notable factor is the hydration of the PEM.  Studies showing the 
water and methanol uptake in Nafion 117 can easily flood the air cathode of the 
DMFC and lead to a lower open circuit voltage (Ren et. al, 1999).  Conversely, if there 
isn’t adequate hydration of the PEM, there will be no cation transport to sustain the 
electrochemical reaction.  Thus, a careful balance must be found so that the reaction 
will proceed while  
 The thickness of the PEM directly relates to the cell resistance.  By using 
thicker electrolytes, we can stem methanol permeation however the penalty is a lower 
conductivity of H
+ ions that migrate to the air cathode.  Similarly, the porosity of the 16 
 
PEM dictates the ease in which the methanol molecules will flow through the 
membrane. 
  
 
Figure 5:  Methanol molecules and their relative sizes 
 
Although we haven’t analyzed in depth the various molecular interactions 
between methanol molecules and water molecules, we estimate that pore sizes on the 
order of hundreds of nanometers will surely allow for large amounts of fuel crossover.  
In order to deter fuel crossover, effective pore sizes should be on the order of tenths of 
nanometers.  However, when we decrease the porosity too much, we also hinder the 
mass transport of H
+ ions thus negatively affecting the performance of the cell.   
One can properly gauge the efficiency of the fuel by applying this equation: 
 
c
f i i
i
n
+
=  Eq.  2.7 
where ic is the “crossover current” or the current had the methanol reacted properly on 
the anode side. A reasonable expectation for fuel efficiency can be around 80% 
(Larminie & Dicks, 2003).   
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CHAPTER 3 
 
POROUS SILICON 
 
Porous Silicon Introduction 
Traditionally porous silicon (P-Si) has been used in photovoltaic and optical 
luminescence applications, for example as an anti-reflective coating in solar cells.  To 
incorporate P-Si in direct methanol fuel cell technology is something that hasn’t been 
researched in depth.  Literature searches show attempts at using Nafion/silicon oxide 
hybrid membranes (Jung et al, 2002), a silicon-based micro-DMFC which used a 
polymer membrane in conjunction with a modified anode backing structure (Lu et al, 
2003), and a standard Nafion membrane with carbon coated electrode chips (Kelley et 
al, 2002).   
The motivations for using a complete P-Si membrane in DMFC designs are 
apparent since an existing infrastructure based on silicon wafers is already in place due 
to the increasing demand for faster and cheaper microprocessors.  Additionally, 
extensive research is expanding in many areas that include silicon manufacturing and 
MEMS processing.  Finally, studies conducted have generated hundreds of 
publications detailing porous silicon and its properties. 
With a wide variety of manufacturing options at hand, fabrication of porous 
silicon is simple and cost effective.  There is also flexibility in the parameters that 
affect performance of a DMFC such as the porosity, thickness, and surface area of the 
membrane since we can control how the P-Si membrane is etched by controlling the 
current density and length of time of the etch.  Adjusting the membrane thickness and 
porosity values may lower the fuel crossover problem mentioned in Chapter 2. 
Since silicon is resilient to most acids, the membrane is relatively stable in a 
DMFC environment.  The 6 H
+ ions given off with each molecule of CH3OH tend to  
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lower the pH of the fuel mixture and over time will eat away at a chemically 
weaker membrane such as Nafion 117.  With P-Si, the rate at which membrane 
deterioration occurs is much slower; in our case, 5% dissolution for every 100 hours in 
20% concentrated acetic acid. 
 
Porous Silicon Membrane Fabrication 
Most acids do not affect silicon with the exception of hydrofluoric acid (HF).  
HF-based solutions in an anodization process will allow for the formation of porous 
silicon.  By passing a current through an electrolyte, the surface of the silicon will 
react with the HF present in the solution. The parameters of the anodization process 
are especially important to the outcome of the porous silicon fabrication process.   
Variables such as the HF concentration, pH of the solution, current density, potential, 
resistivity of the silicon wafer, temperature, duration, and stirring conditions will 
affect the thickness, porosity, and uniformity of the porous silicon specimen.  This 
etching process was well-documented by A. Halimaoui in 1994. 
Porous silicon samples made in the University of Rochester used an 
experimental apparatus shown in Figure 6 
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Experimental Apparatus – A Single Tank Setup 
 
Figure 6:  Experimental Apparatus for etching porous silicon in HF/ethanol mixture 
 
Explanation of Equipment 
•  Galvanostat – The galvanostat was tested and calibrated to a known voltage 
and resistance.  The equipment has to be able to accurately output a current on 
the order of 1 mA/cm
2.  Monitoring the current density was a Keithley 2400 
digital multimeter. 
•  PC Controller – A PC controlled the amount of current supplied during the 
anodization process.  The PC programming allowed for different current 
densities to be set remotely and for a given duration.  This ensured a more 
stable porous silicon membrane construction. 
O-ring seal 
Platinum Cathode 
Silicon Anode 
Pins on a conducting 
plate (Al) for backside 
contact 
Teflon 
Cylindrical Cell 
Chamber 
Light Source for 
illumination 
Electrolyte mixture 
(HF bath) 
Galvanostat 
(Power Supply) 
PC Controller 
- 
+ 
Approx 4 inches 
3 inches 
Drain valve 
Platinum Wire 
leads 
Plastic or Teflon 
stand 
Plastic or Teflon Containment 
Tray  
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•  Light Source – Ambient room lighting was the light source for the fabrication.  
A light source allowed the formation of porous silicon at a lower potential and 
improve the probability of anodization lift-off. 
•  Platinum Cathode – The cathode was comprised of platinum wire and attached 
to the galvanostat. 
•  Teflon Cylindrical Cell – The housing for the electrolyte mixture was made of 
Teflon to ensure no reaction with the HF bath that was in contact.   
•  O-ring Seal – The O-ring was responsible for containing the electrolyte fluid 
mixture within the Teflon cell chamber.  The O-rings used with the HF acid 
were perfluoroelastomer o-rings or Viton® brand.  In addition, the O-rings 
were inspected at the beginning of each test to ensure a good seal and proper 
fit. 
•  Drain Valve – The drain valve is an optional mechanism that is also comprised 
of Teflon material and can serve to empty the chamber once the anodization 
process is finished.  It is a good idea to incorporate the drain valve at the very 
bottom of the cylindrical cell so that when the HF bath is drained, the cell can 
be completely emptied.   
•  Silicon Wafer – A 4” standard size silicon wafer was used to conduct the 
porous silicon etch.  P-type highly doped with resistivities less than 0.05 Ω-cm 
were used.  The backside of the silicon wafer must be free of debris to ensure a 
good contact surface with the Aluminum pins and conducting plate. 
•  Back Contact – An aluminum back contact served as the conducting plate for 
the anode of this setup.  The aluminum pins pressed up against the backside of 
the silicon wafer while a lead attached to the galvanostat. 
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Porous Silicon Membrane Fabrication Parameters 
The parameters of the anodization process are especially important to the 
outcome of the porous silicon fabrication process.  Variables such as the HF 
concentration, pH of the solution, current density, resistivity of the silicon wafer, 
duration, will affect the thickness, porosity, and uniformity of the porous silicon 
specimen. 
  Fabrication at the University of Rochester used a solution containing 15% HF 
acid with ethanol added.  A current of 10mA etched the p-type silicon wafer orientated 
in the <100> direction for 3 hours.  Afterwards the P-Si membrane was 
electropolished to lift it off from the silicon substrate.  This was done by ramping the 
current at a rate of 100mA/min for 90 seconds.  Finally, to ensure the complete 
separation of the P-Si membrane, a series of pulses at 300 mA were initiated until the 
applied etching bias became discontinuous signifying membrane separation from the 
silicon wafer substrate.  Generally the membrane lift-off occurred within 3-5 pulses.   
 
Properties of the Porous Silicon Samples 
  The porous silicon membrane fabricated at the University of Rochester yielded 
average pore sizes of approximately 1.0-1.5 µm with an average thickness of 100 µm.  
Porosity values of 60-80% were measured through optical imaging analysis using a 
Zeiss Supra 55VP scanning electron microscope.  By conducting a simple bending 
cantilever experiment, the ultimate stress limit of the P-Si membrane measured 
approximately 225 kPa.    The membranes were very hard to handle and test due to 
their fragility and brittle properties.  Extra care had to be taken when sandwiching 
them in a fuel cell system configuration to test their energy conversion properties. 
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Porous Silicon Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) Images 
 
 
Figure 7:  200x magnification of porous silicon edge 
 
  Figure 7 is an SEM image of the side edge of a P-Si sample at a 30 degree 
angle.  We can estimate that the thickness of the membrane is approximately 100 µm.  
In addition, the crystalline structure and the results from the HF bath can be seen as 
well as the straight through micro-channels that resulted from the anodization process. 
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Figure 8:  Edge of porous silicon membrane 
 
  Figure 8 shows a closer view at 1,970 times magnification where the pores of 
the silicon membrane are apparent.  The pore sizes measured through optical analysis 
are approximately between 1.2 and 1.4 µm.  
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Figure 9:  Zoomed in view of porous silicon pores  
 
  Figure 9 shows an even more magnified view of the P-Si surface.  Pore sizes 
range from approximately 1.2 to 1.7 µm. 
 
Porous Silicon with 50:50 wt Pt-Ru Catalyst SEM Images 
  50:50 wt Pt-Ru catalyst mixed with 10% Nafion solution was spread on the 
anode side of the P-Si membrane.  On the cathode side, Pt catalyst mixed with 10% 
Nafion solution was also applied and allowed to dry for approximately 12 hours at 
20
oC.  The 10% Nafion solution was used as a binding agent.  Figure 10 shows the 
result of the catalyst slurry application.  
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Figure 10:  174x magnification of P-Si with 50:50 wt Pt-Ru applied 
 
  From Figure 10, we can see a cake-like layer of catalyst applied to the surface 
of the P-Si membrane.  The catalyst structure supports gaps and holes as shown.  The 
porosity values are approximately between 45-55% when compared to a non-treated 
P-Si membrane at 60-80%.  
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Figure 11:  498x magnification of cross-sectional area of P-Si with 50:50 wt Pt-Ru 
 
  Figure 11 shows an image where the Pt-Ru catalyst structure contains gaps and 
holes to allow for methanol permeation for oxidation at different reaction sites.  
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Figure 12:  770x magnification of P-Si edge with 50:50 wt Pt-Ru applied 
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Figure 13:  59.45 Kx magnification of the Pt-Ru catalyst structure 
 
  Figure 13 shows the Pt-Ru structure and the gaps that are present.  The gaps 
are on the order of hundreds of nanometers.  This will allow for the methanol and 
water fuel mixture to seep through while trying to find reaction sites to oxidize.  
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Figure 14:  8.00 Kx magnification of P-Si surface with pores and Pt-Ru catalyst bound 
to the P-Si membrane 
 
  Figure 14 shows the Pt-Ru catalyst spread on top of the P-Si surface.  It can be 
shown that while some catalyst ended up clogging the micro-pores, the catalyst 
loading doesn’t necessarily block all the micro-pores.  The catalyst affixes onto the 
surface of the silicon membrane in between the micro-pores.  
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Figure 15:  24.64 Kx magnification showing the Pt-Ru catalyst and P-Si pores 
 
Porous Silicon as Proton Exchange Membranes 
  Once the catalysts were applied to the anode and cathode, a DMFC stack was 
assembled with a fuel chamber feeding fuel to the surface of the anode.  A stainless 
steel current collector was simply applied to the surface of the anode to allow for 
current collection.  On the air cathode side, a stainless steel current collector was also 
used as a conducting medium for the electrons.  The P-Si PEM was sandwiched with 
enough force so that the fuel would not leak out of the sides.  O-ring seals and 
petroleum jelly sealant were used to prevent fuel leakage.  
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Figure 16:  Voltage versus methanol concentration for P-Si electrolyte membranes 
 
Figure 16 shows the results of an experiment conducted to determine the 
relationship between methanol concentration and the OCV generated. 
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CHAPTER 4 
 
ANODE LAYERING AND TESTING RESULTS 
 
The Benefits of Anode Layering 
The logic behind stacking anodic layers is that it allows for greater current 
generation and lowered internal resistance.  The layering also helps to stem methanol 
fuel crossover by offering mechanical impedance to the fuel as shown by Jung et al in 
2002.  Similar ideas to layering have been demonstrated by Choi et al in 2001 and 
Yoon et al in 2002.  Instead of the proposed layering of anodes, an attempt at treating 
the surface of Nafion by coating it with a very thin layer of palladium via sputtering.  
The basic principle lies in a presenting the fuel with a mechanical obstacle to deter 
crossover. 
 
Testing Setup for Anode Layering 
Figure 17 shows the experimental setup schematic.  However, in order to avoid 
any current circulating from one source through another, we should make sure that 
each current producing source cell, or layer in our case, is at approximately the same 
voltage.  A variable resistor was introduced in the simple circuit to change the 
electrical impedance.  Consequently, we can monitor the voltage and current generated 
for each layer or the combined effects of the N-th layer.
What is to be expected from the layered anodes is relatively the same voltage 
as a single layer however; the endurance of the cell should increase.  The amount of 
current generated should also increase with each successive layer.  Our experiments 
were conducted at 0.7425M (3% by vol) at 20
oC.  37 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 17:  Schematic diagram of the experimental setup 
In the case of a meso-scale DMFC, each layer that is stacked will contribute to 
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Results for Anode Layering using Nafion 117 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 18:  V-I chart for Nafion 117 single and double anode layering 39 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 19:  Endurance run for Nafion 117; single, double, and triple anode layering 
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Results for Anode Layering using P-Si 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 20:  V-I chart for Nafion 117; single and double anode layering 41 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 21:  Endurance run for P-Si; single, double, and triple anode layering 42 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 22:  Fourier transform infrared spectrometry methanol concentration spectra 43 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 23:  Fourier transform infrared spectrometry methanol concentration calibration 
curve 44 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 24: pH and MeOH concentration for layered anodes 
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Discussion and Conclusions 
Voltage vs. MeOH Concentration 
  By varying the methanol concentration we hoped to see a trend occur when the 
fuel comes in contact with the proposed P-Si PEM solid electrolyte.  As Figure 16 
showed, the voltage increased with increasing methanol concentration until a critical 
level of concentration was exceeded which resulted in a drop-off in sustained 
electrochemical reaction.   
A possible reason to the drop-off in voltage generation can be explained by a 
change in viscosity for a higher concentration methanol fuel mixture.  The fuel 
mixture was no longer able to maintain a balance between performance and methanol 
fuel crossover and consequently, the majority of the fuel mixture seeped through to the 
cathode side.  As a result, the mixed potential phenomenon dominated as the overall 
voltage generated dropped. 
V-I Charts 
  Nafion 117 and P-Si VI results in Figures 18 and 20 showed that two layers 
increase the current density as we hypothesized.  Unfortunately, we were not able to 
generate a current density comparable to those reported by other researchers.  For 
example Lu et al, 2003, and Larminie and Dicks, 2003, described current densities on 
the order of 100-200 mA/cm
2 at 0.4 Volts for a single stack DMFC using Nafion 117.   
The lower current density obtained in our testing can be attributed to the 
stainless steel electrodes current collector.  Since the fuel cell stack was sandwiched 
with the stainless steel current collector in contact with the Nafion 117 and P-Si PEM 
by means of only pressure, the contact may not have been ideal to allow for efficient 
electron conduction.  The fuel cell stack may have been out of plane resulting in a 
smaller contact area when pressure was applied.  However, when we look at the V-I 
charts for both Nafion 117 and P-Si, the trend shows an increasing current density for 46 
 
the additional layer.  In addition, the double layered test runs show that voltage 
generation decreased with the second layer.  The logic is that methanol fuel is being 
used up at the first layer thus lowering the concentration at the second layer.  The 
result is a decrease in performance at the second layer. 
Endurance Charts 
  For Nafion 117, the endurance tests were conducted with a single, double, and 
a triple layered system.  The results were shown in Figure 19.  The addition of anode 
layers allowed for the fuel cell to generate a voltage for a longer period of time.  For 
the double layered system, endurance was increased by 15% compared to a single 
layer’s performance.  In a triple layered system, an improvement of 41% over a single 
layer was seen.  Compared to Nafion, the P-Si membranes did not perform as well.  
However; P-Si showed the same trend in Figure 21.  The addition of a second layer 
increased the endurance by approximately 116% from 1.75 hours to 3.8 hours.  These 
results were expected since we compared the anode layering to having multiple 
voltage sources in parallel.  The effect of a smaller internal resistance can be seen by 
the additional hours of operation. 
pH and Methanol Concentration vs. Anode Layer  
  In order to verify our claim that methanol fuel was being oxidized at each 
anode layer, we needed to obtain measurements that quantify either the amount of H
+ 
ions at each layer or measure the methanol concentration directly.  The pH readings 
were taken using a pH meter.  Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrometry was 
used to be able to measure the absorbance intensity and relate the value to a methanol 
concentration.  The spectra for different methanol concentrations are plotted in Figure 
22.  For a given concentration of methanol, corresponding absorbance intensities 
would register on the FTIR. The relationship was plotted in the form of a calibration 
curve in Figure 23.  The linear relationship was determined as follows: 47 
 
  78 . 13 ) * 64 . 20 ( % − = Absorbance MeOH    Eq. 4.1 
By using Equation 4.1, we can correlate an absorbance reading to a certain methanol 
concentration. 
  In Figure 24, we see that for the Nafion 117 and P-Si membranes, pH and the 
methanol concentrations decreased from the first to the second anode layer.  We can 
conclude that each membrane layer oxidizes the methanol fuel to break down the 
molecule into H
+ ions which dissolved in water and to form an acidic solution.  Since 
the H
+ ions migrate to the air cathode, it is logical to expect the pH concentration to be 
lower at the second layer.  For Nafion 117, we see a reduction in pH value from 5.9 to 
3.8 and for P-Si, the decrease in pH measured 5.9 and 4.5 between the first and second 
layer.  With methanol concentration, Nafion 117 seems to oxidize the fuel and limit 
crossover better than P-Si membranes.  The results show a decrease of approximately 
70% of the original methanol concentration after the first layer and an 84% reduction 
in concentration after the second layer.  By comparison, the P-Si membranes displayed 
only a 28% reduction after the first layer and a 49% reduction after the second.  The 
results supported the theory that an imbalance between performance and crossover for 
the DMFC favored more towards the crossover side.  In order to improve the 
performance of P-Si, a different set of P-Si samples should be tested.  It is reasonable 
to assume that the 1.2-1.7 µm micro-pores are too large to allow for adequate 
deterrence to methanol permeation. 
 48 
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APPENDIX 
 
Matlab Code 
PSiVCon.m 
% Investigation of Porous Silicon as a Proton Exchange Membrane  
%    for Use in Direct Methanol Fuel Cells 
% Student: Austin Fang 
% Advisor: Professor Ephrahim Garcia 
 
% Plots the Concentration vs. Voltage Generated 
 
% Start everything off on a clean slate 
clear all; 
clc; 
close all; 
 
% P-Si Voltage vs. Concentration 
PSiVCon1(:,1) = [0;3;6;10;20;50;75;100;];    % Concentration Percentage 
PSiVCon1(:,2) = [0;.2568;.272;.30;.33;.420;.124;.102;];    % Voltage Generated 
 
P = polyfit(PSiVCon1(2:6,1),PSiVCon1(2:6,2),1); 
x = [3:50]; 
y = P(1).*x + P(2); 
 
figure; 
plot(PSiVCon1(:,1),PSiVCon1(:,2),'bo'); 50 
 
hold on; 
grid on; 
 
plot(x,y,'b-'); 
 
title('Voltage vs. Concentration for Porous Silicon Electrolyte'); 
xlabel('Concentration (% by vol)'); 
ylabel('Voltage (V)'); 
legend('V vs. MeOH con','Least Squares Fit'); 51 
 
Cal_curve.m 
% Investigation of Porous Silicon as a Proton Exchange Membrane  
%    for Use in Direct Methanol Fuel Cells 
% Student: Austin Fang 
% Advisor: Professor Ephrahim Garcia 
 
% Calibration Curve Estimation 
 
% Start everything off on a clean slate 
clear all; 
clc; 
close all; 
 
% Points were taken from the FTIR scans at  
% 0, 3%, 6%, 10%, 20%, 50%, and 75% methanol concentrations 
cal_pts(:,1) = [0;3;6;10;20;50;75;]; 
cal_pts(:,2) = [.66;.86;.98;1.19;1.65;2.79;4.49]; 
 
P = polyfit(cal_pts(:,1),cal_pts(:,2),1); 
x = [0:100]; 
y = P(1).*x+ P(2); 
 
%-------------------------------- 
% Plotting 
figure;  
plot(cal_pts(:,1),cal_pts(:,2),'bo'); 52 
 
hold on; 
 
plot(x,y,'b-'); 
grid on; 
grid minor; 
axis([0 100 0 5]); 
 
title('Calibration Curve for Methanol Concentration at Wave #2850'); 
xlabel('Percentage of Methanol (% by volume)'); 
ylabel('Absorbance Intensity (log)'); 
legend('Peaks at wave num 2850','Least Squares Fit',2); 
%---------------------------------- 
 
% Outputs Equation of Least Squares Fit Line 
fprintf('Equation: \n'); 
fprintf('\tx = %f',1/P(1)); 
fprintf('y - %f',P(2)/P(1)'); 
fprintf('\n\n'); 
 
% Asks user for Abs value 
Abs = input('Please enter an Absorbance Intensity number: '); 
Con = 1/P(1)*Abs - P(2)/P(1); 
fprintf('\n'); 
fprintf('The Concentration of Methanol is: %f%%',Con); 53 
 
FTIR_nafps_leak.m 
% Investigation of Porous Silicon as a Proton Exchange Membrane  
%    for Use in Direct Methanol Fuel Cells 
% Student: Austin Fang 
% Advisor: Professor Ephrahim Garcia 
 
 
% Plots the pH of each successive stack and measured methanol concentration 
 
% Start everything off on a clean slate 
clear all; 
clc; 
close all; 
 
% pH Levels after 5 hour exposure 
pH(:,1) = [5.9;5.9;];    % Fuel in anode before reaction 
pH(:,2) = [3.8;4.5;];    % Layer 1 levels 
pH(:,3) = [3.6;4.4;];    % Layer 2 levels 
 
pHNaf = [5.5;3.8;3.2]; 
pHPSi = [5.5;4.3;4.0]; 
 
 
% FTIR Absorbance Intensity Levels after 5 hour exposure 
Absintensity(:,1) = [.81;.81];  % [2.93955163 2.93955163]  
Absintensity(:,2) = [.71;.77];  % [0.87596033 2.11414571] 54 
 
Absintensity(:,3) = [.69;.74];  % [0.46323187 1.49505302] 
 
% Equation from Cal_curve.m 
MeOHcon = 20.636423.*Absintensity - 13.775951;   
 
%----------------------- 
% Plots everything 
%----------------------- 
figure; 
subplot(2,1,1); 
bar(pH); 
 
hold on; 
grid on; 
grid minor; 
 
title('Measured pH for Layered Anodes'); 
xlabel('(1) Nafion 117 Membrane and (2) Porous Silicon Membrane'); 
ylabel('pH'); 
legend('Fuel pH','Layer 1 level','Layer 2 level'); 
 
subplot(2,1,2); 
bar(MeOHcon); 
hold on; 
grid on; 
grid minor; 55 
 
 
title('Measured Concentration for Layered Anodes'); 
xlabel('(1) Nafion 117 Membrane and (2) Porous Silicon Membrane'); 
ylabel('Methanol Concentration (% vol)'); 
legend('Fuel Concentration','Layer 1 level','Layer 2 level'); 56 
 
FTIRMeOH.m 
% Investigation of Porous Silicon as a Proton Exchange Membrane  
%    for Use in Direct Methanol Fuel Cells 
% Student: Austin Fang 
% Advisor: Professor Ephrahim Garcia 
 
% This program displays the spectra data from the FTIR 
 
% Clears everything 
clear; 
clc; 
close all; 
 
% Load the data  
load 'rawdata.mat'; 
 
% Plot all the different spectra 
figure; 
hold on; 
 
%plot(EmptyNoOptics75(:,1),EmptyNoOptics75(:,2),'-b'); 
%plot(EmptyOptics(:,1),EmptyOptics(:,2),'-k'); 
plot(DIH2O(:,1),DIH2O(:,2),'-r'); 
plot(MEOH03(:,1),MEOH03(:,2),'-g'); 
plot(MEOH06(:,1),MEOH06(:,2),'-b'); 
plot(MEOH10(:,1),MEOH10(:,2),'-m'); 57 
 
plot(MEOH20(:,1),MEOH20(:,2),'-c'); 
plot(MEOH50(:,1),MEOH50(:,2),'-k'); 
plot(MEOH75A(:,1),MEOH75A(:,2),'--b'); 
% plot(MEOH75C(:,1),MEOH75C(:,2),'-c'); 
 
grid on; 
grid minor; 
 
title('Fourier Transform Infrared Spectra of Different Methanol Concentrations'); 
xlabel('Wavenumber (1/cm)'); 
ylabel('Absorbance Intensity (log)'); 
axis([2450 2900 0 5]); 
legend('DI H2O','MeOH 3%','MeOH 6%','MeOH 10%','MeOH 20%','MeOH 
50%','MeOH 75%',2); 58 
 
Naf.m 
% Investigation of Porous Silicon as a Proton Exchange Membrane  
%    for Use in Direct Methanol Fuel Cells 
% Student: Austin Fang 
% Advisor: Professor Ephrahim Garcia 
 
% Plots the Nafion VI Charts 
 
% Start everything off on a clean slate 
clear all; 
clc; 
close all; 
 
% Nafion Single Stack  
Naf1(:,1) = [.452;.425;.410;.311;.214;.183;.1492;.1314;.1014;.07249;.04382;.00854;];   
% Voltage 
Naf1(:,2) = 
[.000021;.000751;.00139;.00189;.00212;.00240;.00269;.00284;.00312;.00333;.00359;
.00391;]; % Current [A] 
Naf1(:,3) = [1357;1000;920;840;;816;715;574;531;423;300;180;27.5;];  % Resistance 
[Ohms] 
Naf1(:,4) = Naf1(:,2)/0.50*1000; % Current [mA/cm^2] 
 
% Nafion Double Stack 
Naf2(:,1) = [.43225;.3540;.32800;.30650;.25060;.20574;.14910;.094150;.041300;];   
% Voltage Layer 1 from Anode to Cathode 59 
 
Naf2(:,2) = [.38250;.32256;.30227;.28650;.24500;.20700;.15500;.099400;.050120;];   
% Voltage Layer 2 
Naf2(:,3) = [.39290;.33115;.30995;.29270;.24360;.2000;.14700;.088650;.038129;];   
% Voltage together 
Naf2(:,4) = 
[.00035;.0031460;.0043225;.0052290;.008340;.010270;.012070;.013150;.014251;]; % 
Current [A] 
Naf2(:,5) = [5500;1200;1151;1095;940;798;610;388;164;];  % Resistance [Ohms] 
Naf2(:,6) = Naf2(:,4)/0.5*1000; % Current [mA/cm^2] 
 
P = polyfit(Naf2(:,6),Naf2(:,3),3); 
x = [0:30]; 
y = P(1).*x.^3 + P(2).*x.^2 + P(3).*x + P(4); 
 
figure; 
plot(Naf1(:,4),Naf1(:,1),'bo'); 
hold on; 
plot(Naf2(:,6),Naf2(:,1),'r.'); 
plot(Naf2(:,6),Naf2(:,2),'r*'); 
plot(Naf2(:,6),Naf2(:,3),'ro'); 
 
plot(x,y,'r-'); 
 
grid on; 
grid minor; 
title('V-I Chart for Nafion 117'); 60 
 
xlabel('Current (mA/cm^2)'); 
ylabel('Voltage (V)'); 
legend('Single Stack','Double Stack Layer 1','Double Stack Layer 2','Double 
Stack','Least Squares Polyfit'); 61 
 
NafEnd.m 
% Investigation of Porous Silicon as a Proton Exchange Membrane  
%    for Use in Direct Methanol Fuel Cells 
% Student: Austin Fang 
% Advisor: Professor Ephrahim Garcia 
 
% Plots the Nafion 117 Endurance Charts for Multiple Layers 
% Requires Nafendur.mat workspace variables 
 
% Start everything off on a clean slate 
clear all; 
clc; 
close all; 
 
% Loads the file 
load('Nafendur.mat'); 
 
figure; 
plot(V_only_3(:,3),V_only_3(:,2),'b-');     % 1 layer 
hold on; 
 
plot(V_only_5(:,3),V_only_5(:,2),'r-');     % 2 layers 
plot(V_only_6(:,3),V_only_6(:,2),'g-');     % 3 layers 
% plot(V_only_9(:,3),V_only_9(:,2),'k-'); 
 
 62 
 
grid on; 
 
title('Endurance Chart for Nafion 117 for 2 mL 3% MeOH'); 
xlabel('Time (hrs)'); 
ylabel('Voltage (V)'); 
legend('1 Layer','2 Layers','3 Layers'); 
% legend('1 Layer','2 Layers','3 Layers','5 Layers'); 63 
 
PSi.m 
% Investigation of Porous Silicon as a Proton Exchange Membrane  
%    for Use in Direct Methanol Fuel Cells 
% Student: Austin Fang 
% Advisor: Professor Ephrahim Garcia 
 
% Plots the Porous Silicon VI Charts for two runs. 
 
% Start everything off on a clean slate 
clear all; 
clc; 
close all; 
 
% P-Si Single Stack  
PSi1(:,1) = 
[.24860;.2351;.2138;.1501;.0954;.005210;.003950;.003015;.002467;.00215;.000076;];   
% Voltage 
PSi1(:,2) = 
[.0000445;.000375;.0006;.00072;.000825;.00102;.00104;.00105;.001065;.00109;.001
11;]; % Current [A] 
Psi1(:,3) = [5500;2000;1520;1020;800;150.7;126.7;97.3;80.0;67.2;2.3];  % Resistance 
[Ohms] 
PSi1(:,4) = PSi1(:,2)/0.25*1000; % Current [mA/cm^2] 
 
% P-Si Double Stack 64 
 
PSi2(:,1) = [.360;.3265;.2774;.24813;.2400;.2148;.2024;.1936;.1055;.068;.0457;];   % 
Voltage Layer 1 from Anode to Cathode 
PSi2(:,2) = 
[.250;.2402;.2306;.22811;.21368;.20223;.18965;.17354;.09421;.055;.04024;];   % 
Voltage Layer 2 
PSi2(:,3) = [.2954;.2632;.2480;.2366;.2200;.2067;.1954;.1789;.0955;.062;.0434;];   % 
Voltage together 
PSi2(:,4) = 
[.00009;.0001973;.0003843;.00055;.000854;.001042;.001325;.001602;.00172;.00186;
.00191;]; % Current [A] 
Psi2(:,5) = [157000;138000;101035;80197;50432;24210;8000;5543;1000;650;550];  
% Resistance [Ohms] 
PSi2(:,6) = PSi2(:,4)/0.25*1000; % Current [mA/cm^2] 
 
P = polyfit(PSi2(:,6),PSi2(:,3),3); 
x = [0:0.1:8]; 
y = P(1).*x.^3 + P(2).*x.^2 + P(3).*x + P(4); 
 
spintfit = [0, 0.249;... 
            0.1, 0.249;... 
            0.2, 0.249;... 
            0.3, 0.248;... 
            0.4, 0.248;... 
            0.5, 0.247;... 
            0.6, 0.246;... 
            0.7, 0.245;... 65 
 
            0.8, 0.244;... 
            0.9, 0.243;... 
            1.0000,    0.2420;... 
            1.1000,    0.2407;... 
            1.2000,    0.2394;... 
            1.3000,    0.2380;... 
            1.4000,    0.2366;... 
            1.5000,    0.2351;... 
            1.6000,    0.2336;... 
            1.7000,    0.2321;... 
            1.8000,    0.2305;... 
            1.9000,    0.2287;... 
            2.0000,    0.2266;... 
            2.1000,    0.2241;... 
            2.2000,    0.2212;... 
            2.3000,    0.2178;... 
            2.4000,    0.2138;... 
            2.5000,    0.2061;... 
            2.6000,    0.1933;... 
            2.7000,    0.1777;... 
            2.8000,    0.1616;... 
            2.9000,    0.1475;... 
            3.0000,    0.1342;... 
            3.1000,    0.1210;... 
            3.2000,    0.1080;... 
            3.3000,    0.0954;... 66 
 
            3.4000,    0.0822;... 
            3.5000,    0.0679;... 
            3.6000,    0.0533;... 
            3.7000,    0.0392;... 
            3.8000,    0.0264;... 
            3.9000,    0.0159;... 
            4.0000,    0.0084;... 
            4.1000,    0.0048;... 
            4.2000,    0.0030;... 
            4.3000,    0.0023;... 
            4.4000,    0.0014;... 
            4.5000,   -0.0018;... 
            4.6000,    0.0007;]; 
 
figure; 
plot(PSi1(:,4),PSi1(:,1),'bo'); 
hold on; 
plot(spintfit(:,1),spintfit(:,2),'b-'); 
 
plot(PSi2(:,6),PSi2(:,1),'r.'); 
plot(PSi2(:,6),PSi2(:,2),'r*'); 
plot(PSi2(:,6),PSi2(:,3),'ro'); 
 
plot(x,y,'r-'); 
 
grid on; 67 
 
grid minor; 
axis([0 8 0 .5]); 
title('V-I Chart for Porous Silicon'); 
xlabel('Current (mA/cm^2)'); 
ylabel('Voltage (V)'); 
legend('Single Stack','Shape Preserving Interpolation','Double Stack Layer 1',... 
        'Double Stack Layer 2','Double Stack','Least Squares Polyfit'); 68 
 
PSiEnd.m 
% Investigation of Porous Silicon as a Proton Exchange Membrane  
%    for Use in Direct Methanol Fuel Cells 
% Student: Austin Fang 
% Advisor: Professor Ephrahim Garcia 
 
% Plots the Porous Silicon Endurance Charts for Multiple Layers 
% Requires PSiendur.mat workspace variables 
 
% Start everything off on a clean slate 
clear all; 
clc; 
close all; 
 
% Loads the file 
load('PSiendur.mat'); 
 
figure; 
plot(PSi9_rev(:,3),PSi9_rev(:,2),'b-') 
hold on; 
 
plot(PSi8(:,3),PSi8(:,2),'r-'); 
 
grid on; 
 
title('Endurance Chart for PSi for 2 mL 3% MeOH'); 69 
 
xlabel('Time (hrs)'); 
ylabel('Voltage (V)'); 
axis([0 10 -0.1 0.5]); 
legend('1 Layer','2 Layers'); 